
 

How to Choose T-Lock® 
 

Why Use T-Lock® 
As tiles get bigger the problem of lippage, which is when adjacent tiles are higher or lower than 

each other, becomes problematic. Tiles over 15 inches on one side can benefit from a tile 

leveling system like T-Lock®. This worksheet will help you determine if you need T-Lock® and 

how to buy the right kit(s). 

Step 1: Determine Tile and Grout Joint Size 
Tiles longer than 15 inches on one side can benefit from T-Lock®. In addition, T-Lock® Clips 

can accommodate tiles up to ⅝” thick, so it’s good to know the thickness of the tile. Finally, 

Clips have integrated grout spacers. Thus, it’s best to know the grout joint size before buying 

your kit.  

 

Answer these questions: 

What size are the tile edges, e.g 12”x24”? ________________________________________ 

What is the size grout joint, e.g. 1/8 ”? ___________________________________________ 

What is the thickness of the tile, e.g. ¼”? _________________________________________ 

We recommend T-Lock for tiles ⅝” thick or less, and have one edge longer than 15 inches.  

 

Pro Tip: 

Always choose a trowel notch size that can provide proper thin-set mortar coverage for the tile. 

Back buttering and directional troweling also help with bonding of tiles to substrates. 
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Step 2: Determine Number of Clips & Wedges 
Use the T-Lock® consumption chart below to figure out how many Clips and Wedges are need 

for your project. For example, a 12”x24” tile needs 2 Clips per 1 square foot. This also means 2 

Wedges are required per 1 square foot.  

Let’s use a shower remodel as an example. If the shower has 112 square feet of tile then 224 

Clips and 224 Wedges would be needed.  

Use this chart to determine how many Clips and Wedges to uset: 
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Step 3: Choose the Right Kit for Your Project 
Now that you know how many Clips and Wedges are needed, you can choose the right kit. Again, 

T-Lock® Clips have integrated spacers. So choose the right Clip size. T-Lock® Clips come in 

three sizes 

1/8  Inch Clips 

1/16 Inch Clips 

1/32 Inch Clips  

Our recommendation is to use 1/16 inch Clips to get eighth inch grout joints and 1/32 inch Clips 

to get sixteenth inch grout joints.  

 

Here’s the deal: 

Choosing a kit also requires a keen knowledge of how fast you’ll be setting tile. 

If you’re a fast tile setter and can tile an entire shower in one day then we recommend getting 

the same number of Clips and Wedges. Using our above example we’d recommend getting 

1 Large T-Lock Kit with 1/16” Clips (300 Clips and 100 Wedges) 

2 Bags of Wedges (100 Count) 

1 Set of Pliers (Polyamide or Metal) 

If on the other hand you plan on tiling the main wall on Day 1, plumbing wall on Day 2, and last 

wall on Day 3, then you could use  

1 Large T-Lock Kit with 1/16” Clips (300 Clips and 100 Wedges) 

1 Bag of Wedges (100 Count) 

1 Set of Pliers (Polyamide or Metal) 
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The reason for getting one less bag of Wedges is that the Wedges can be reused. Thus, if 

you remove the Wedges from Day 1 on Day 2, they could be reused on Day 2 and Day 3.  

Pliers help speed up T-Lock Wedge installation.  

 

Pro Tip: 

Remove T-Lock® Clips and Wedges the day after setting tile by hitting them in parallel with the 

grout joint. Use a rubber mallet to make this quick and easy. Clips rarely break above the tile if 

they’re removed the day after setting. However, if Clips do break above the tile they can be 

removed with a utility knife or melted below the tile surface with a heat gun.  

 

Email us at jeff@bathroomrepairtutor.com if you have more questions about T-Lock® kits. We’d 

be happy to answer your questions.  
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